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Scott Paynter portrays artist Vincent Van Gogh in Paul Hartje's play by the"same name. Perform-
ances are tonight and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in Shoolroy. Photo by Rodger Pelagalli.
New Legislation Affects Student Pay
by Edith McGanqy
and Timothy E.Spefrcej!
The Carter AdminiSiraMon s
decision last autumn to effect
equality in pay for college students
by eliminating college minimum
wage exclusions has created hard-
ships for student personnel offices
nationwide.
.
According to College of Wooster
Director of Personnel Fred Dugan.
the previous -- mjnimum wage
exclusion, which allowed colleges
to employ their students- - at 85
percent of the minimum wage, was
revoked last November By-t- he
Department of Health and Human
Services. : (
The new minimum wage legisla-
tion, in addition to increasing base
pay from $3.10 to $3.35 per hour,
stipulated that all students under
the employ of their educational
institutions must be paid the' full
per hour minimum. Moreover. all
employees were to be
.
paid the
$3:40 wage retroactive to Oct. 1 of
last year. Beginning Jan. 1. 1981.
student employees were to receive
$3.35 per hour.
Dugan said plans were made to
compensate for a possible increase
in trie minimum last year. How-
ever. Food. Service Director
Howard Raber said the increase
has seriously affected his budget
planning. ' ' -
"It's put that particular budget
line out .of whack." Raber said. ,
Raber said his office planned the
budget based on an average per
student wage of '$2.85 an hour
when the budget was promulgated
last year.
In an effort to offset , the
unexpected 15 percent increase in
the student wage budget. Raber
said he has instructed the mana
gers of Kttredge and Lowry dining
(i'v J
rooms to more efficiently manage
their'..operations;' and to --readjust
student working schedules to
promote maximum time efficiency.
Both Raber" and Dugan said
' there will be no cuts in student
--employment, nor will there.be any'
reductions in working hours. In
fact. Raber said. "We very seldom
get all the students we need, and
even in the ninth week of the
quarter ..we still don't have enough
help." . -- r
Raber said that while he is "not
panicking" at this time due to the
sudden 15 percent increase in
student wages, other schools in the
nation 'are being affected to a
greater extent by the elimination of
the exemption, especially 'insti-
tutions which had financial troubles,
before the Tecent ruling.
Raber. who attended a con-
ference of food service admini-
strators in Minnesota last week,
said his conversations with other
Grant Goes for Specialized
Bid Instruments at Mateer
by Edith McGandy " .
With the help of a 19.500 dollar
matching grant from the National
Science Foundation' (NSF), the
Wooster Biology department how,
--has funds for some long awaited
equipment? .
The" Foundation awards such "a
grant annually "to improve
undergraduate education in the;
sciences by providing major costly
equipment,"; said Dr. Donald
Wise, chairperson or the Biology
department.' The grant is awarded
on the ' basis, of a proposal.
submitted by ail schools
interested. .
The NSF reviewed Wooster 'sjironosnl which was drafted by
Wise and Dr. James Perley. The
directors led him to believe Other
schools are very hard hit by the
legislation. He said some schools
are "being killed", without the
exemption. v- -
Under the previous system,
there was distinct grade system
whereby experience, seniority and
responsibility were rewarded by
salary' increments.' Now. however,
student employment was forced to
temporarily abandon the grade
system. LeannePoteet. director of
student employment, said.
-- ;Poteet said the rewards system
will be reimplemented in
September.- - ,
She said about the temporary
pay arrangement. "We realize that
there is an inequity." In the
meantime." Poteet said she has,
made every attempt to placate
those students " in positions of
responsibility, and . said their
positions are being, evaluated.
plan stated ! the department's
intentions tq purchase equipment
to aitl in cell physklogy andjlant
physiology research, and also to
assist with advanced independent
study research. "
The NSF panel gave the
proposal a 6.5 average rating on a
: 1 7 scale. Consequently. Wooster
was awarded the grant. '
Dr. Wise said that considering
Wfxisler's size and negligible
possibilities for graduate research,
"we w"te vlery pleased to get the
grant."
Two of the three major pieces of
liiipment which-'.th- e proposal
included are already in. service at
Mateer. The third and final
instrument is --yet Jo lv purchased:
Administratipn Defends Hike
In Comprehensive Unit Fee
by John G. Warner
and Timothy . Spence ,
7 The recent announcement of a
nearly 1000 dollar boost in next
year's comprehensive tuition .by
College President Henry Copeland
has created diverse reactions
among the student body, while the
administration maintains the
increase is needed to. offset
inflation and continue ."the best
kind of educational opportunity"
the College can provide.
The President announced the
increase "after careful analysis of
the financial situation." He said the
increase is needed to combat an
inflation rate of 13 percent, and so
that the College is able to maintain
academic quality. Cope land said.
"Fundamentally, one of the
reasons we needed the increase is
inflation. . It's the same kind of
experience every family is having,"
Copeland said. "Wooster wants to
continue to offer the best kind of
educational opportunity we can
devise."
Both Copetarfd and Hans
Jenny. Vice-Preside- nt for Business
and Finance, said the tuition raise
.reflects increases in osts of the
College's essential operations;
academic equipment, and a pro-
posal made by Andrews Library
Director Michael Freeman ' to
increase the library .budget 36
percent next year.
"All costs have gone up books
have increased, materials essential
to independent studies-student- s. . .
and the new library director is
working on new changes," Cope-lan- d
said.
The announcement of the
tuition increase and President
Ronald Reagan's recently an-
nounced plan to readjust student
financial aid. and possibly cut as
much as 20 percent from some;
areas, has concerned the College
as well as institutions nationwide.
Director
.
of Financial Aid Paul
Orehovec said.
While Copeland and Director of
Admissions Byron Morris do not
foresee any reductions in enroll-
ments because of the higher tuition
and prospects of losing some
financial aid. Copeland said he is
not certain how 'these factors will
affect prospectives.
"For incoming freshmen, : the
question of tuition and financial aid
is an uncertainty." Copeland said.
Orehovec said the proposed aid
readjustments andor cuts will
come in two different areas. He
said Guaranteed, Student Loans
(GSL). which provide up to 2500
dollars for students' regardless of
financial need, and Basic Educa-
tional Opportunity or Pell Grants
(which are awarded on financial
need), are expected to be altered
under the Reagan comprehensive
economic recovery program. - . f
Though Copeland.' said -- the'
financial aid issue is tip in the air
since Congress has yet tOACt on it.
Orehovec' explained --
. .that "Mr.
Reagan is talking about need-base- d
GSL rather than an open
program."
Changes have been planned in
the structure of the Pell program as
well, Orehovec said, He said that
while the maximum Pell Grant in
1980 was 1750 dollars, the 1981-figur- e
will be reduced approx-
imately 500 dollars. --
' Orehovec said Wooster is for-
tunate to have banks which have
cooperated in providing money for
needy ' students, and he said he
expects them to continue loaning
money to the College In order to
cont on p. 6
Christians, Jews in
Ethiopia Threatened
.
" by Robin Wilson
' In Ethiopia, Jews and Christians
co-exi- st in a way unlike most --
places where the two groups are
present. In America, the two
.
religions have very different view
points, but in Ethiopia, because of .
the Jewish influence in Christianity
there. - the two have much in
common-- . . .'. .
These are the thoughts of Waher
Herrelson.. distinguished professor
at." Vanderbilt University. .-.- who '
spoke to a sparce gathering at
Wednesday; College of Wooster
convocationTPfarrelson is currently
t
working on a project to save what '
he calls a' national treasure '
literature of ' Ethiopia's Christian
religion. To do so. the National
Foundation for the Humanities has
given money for the microfisching
of this material and the project is
now under way.
It is the particular interaction
between Jews and. Christians in
this African land - evident , in
literature - which is treasurable,
Harrelson , said. "Life together
--betwween Jews and Christians is
not marked by strife,' he told. On
the contrary, the two groups have
some similar religious practices and
often cooperate economically.
s The Christian religion today is
still very orthodox. ""Christianity
regulates ! the daily lives of its
people." Harrelson told. There are
many days when 'Christians fast
and others when they observe a
particular day in, memory of a
cont on p. 7
Students who f have books
charged on the two-quart- er stamp
for Independent Study must
return those books before or on
the due date, which is March --12.
Failure to return materials due on
this date can result . jn : the
accumulation of a very large fine.
1 There will be no renewal of
materials to a senior who has had
books or documents for as long as
the two quarters permitted"Tbr
Independent Study. The decision
to restrict the , I.S, oan to two
quarters was made . after
consultation with members of the
faculty and was made in order to
enable tmore . students to . have
access to needed materials.
r
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A Fond Farewell to Those
Who Comprise Our College
You want a positive editorial, all those of vou-wh-o worship niceness,
diplomacy, and Wooster, Ohio-- you've got it. This editorial space, the
last 1 shall ever fill, is dedicated to all those superior minds that make
Wooster what it is: i
To those administrators who never venture any further from Galpin
arW a Int tn Wrrctfr's mwx Your willinanessII IUI 1 W I- - p-- U 13 rw w - - - -
to take stands and confront major issues has never ceased to astound
me.
Tr ufnncWe rim StiiAnt Government Association for its
rmnror-iatin- n fif ruir intorrvitinnal coveraoe and its recognition of the fact
that life extends beyond the realm of Wooster, Ohio and the SG A Rep of
the Week.
To a certain professor of English whose inevitably erudite witticisms
have done much to enlighten his readers about the worthier of Wooster's
occasionsthough on second thought he almost shouldn't be listed
here, since he has dared to express his views for publication in the
student newspaper-somethi- ng the majority of his colleagues couldn't
bring themselves to do.
To those estimable trustees who, phone to ask that their friends' I
names be removed from the VOICE subscription list because it's all just
too upsetting for them.
To all those who still cling to the illusion that America is No. 1-o- iir own
local chapter of the arch-nationahst- ic tlag-tondiin-g nomopnooic emisis.
Thanks for sharing your intellect with us. I'm sure we've learned a lot.
1iuo runlup around vour section have a i
- iU VI yw wiiwv - ... . IlitHappy HeU Week next quarter. Oops,' forgot that was Initiation Week.
Have to keep those euphemisms straight. But who cares? Just keep
winning those games.
To those quasi-nxfividua- is who form the right-win- g faction of
Wooster's thriving political scene-m- ay you commue yy
..I i 1 u,, thd aiffrinas of those less fortunateSlaiwoti oikj MiKuitu- t- wjf - - -
members of your hierarchical social strata (and may you never learn to
speak below an irate scream, ueaiening your opponents tuuiu --
valuable asset to the furthering of your cause).
To all those "I'd rather not give my name" phone callers and authorsof
to tthose nc-for-pub.ication.le- tters
and your concern, l ney ongnieneu nuwiy aiiumc
individuals who. when they realized
- 10 inuac 11 it.i cvii viy - ,
.1 tnr mMv-aHn- n and beoan to experience thesaw 'vr. k -wndi nicy
repercussions of their own stupidity, found
,
shelter... .in the.. term
. T.LLu..eMiilnriini fractions is mdeed unpleasant. Imisquote- - 1 oMiiy iiao.i.j .w. , - .when don t have friends in thewish you luck in the future, you
administration to help you out.
To all those students who quailed before editorials which did not relate
directly to your red brick paths and your vjaK irove...i mean, ney-- .
. unn raroc ahmit Fl .QaksaHrn-- ? Mu IS is due next week.
And incidentally, to all those professors who stopped speaking to us
after the evaluation came out: Have a nice day. - . -
x n wi f im mho uiore omitted inadvertentlv--m-v apologies.1 J GUI 11 IVS- - V. " -
a.:u.. rr-r- , narAor r- - nrtxvriirvitinn. uhatever the1 cnaroeU. IS
this week. To those of you who were omitted with intent-- 1 don t know
how you've survived thus far, but, for what it's worth, you have my
Cr rlt fact
Good-bye- , Wooster. I yield my spot to your next victim. Kevm-Oo- od
luck.
LAB
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Blum Suffering From Mental Disorder
Dear Editor:
Social psychologists nave
contributed relatively little to
public enlightenment during my.
lifetime, and mucn to puoiic
confusion. But they have come up
with one particularly insightful
observation regardingthe
irrationalities of group behavior.
Ths insight goes by the name ot
cognitive dissonance and refers to
the fact that people who believe
very strongly m a set ot ideas wiu
tend to reaffirm those ideas most
vigorously at the very moment
when they are repudiated oy
reality. .
Thie montal disorder seems to
be taking its toll on the reform-liber- al
movement in America
today. And ironically enough it
appears to be fostered in that great
bastion of intellectual ism we
commonly refer to as acadernia.
Porhans it is there, in that
supposed 'market place of ideas
that wir own tditor in vhiet Miss
Louise Blum has stumbled onto
her humanist interpretations of
life. In any event, it remains clear
to most anyone who reads the
vmrF that sornethinq has
possessed its editor. v
Admittedly, Louise & company
are infuriated by the conservative
Under LA Blum,
VOICE Bludgeon
Dear Editor,
I have two questions lo address
to you, Ms. Blum, as you
thankfully resign your tenure as
FsKtnr nf the 1fJCJfc. WhV did VOU
never answer to the college as to
why the article in the heb. b edition
AKrm with the knifinq in-
Armington was mis-neacuine- aas a
racial attack f A retraction is noi
enough in the instance of such an'
obvious case of editorial deceit.
Second, and dealing with a much
more recent question, why was
the fulrpage ad on the tack page 01
the VOICE in the Feb. 27 issue
given to an organization without
the due receipt of payment (160
dollars) for a full page. While you
may be in complete agreement
with the sentiments expressed by
thus group, by this actkSn you have
abused the position of Editor..
Could you stomach the giving
away of full page ads tathe Army?
That indeed, is the sort of
conf on p. 3 .
tide which is sweeping America.
But if anything, this tide is in
response to the sort of educated
ignorance that people of their
persuasion have bestowed upon
this nation for more than a quarter
century. And whether they
recognize this fact or are just too
intellectually dishonest to admit it,
the day of reckoning is upon us.
We must now pay, and pay dearly,
for the blatant failures which big
government' hath wrought at
home, and for the lack of resolve
and neglect which appeasement
has brought abroad.
- Bearing this responsibility, as
the reform-libera- l must, will
probably come as a great blow to
the ego.- - But to allow feelings of
guilt to get in the way of reason is,
as I have warned Louise already,just not .healthy. Indeed
demogoguery supported by
emotionalism does not make the
case for or against any of the most
pressing issues of this-da-y. And by
using the VOICE to propagandize
your own political views, or by
manipulating the headlines to suit
your whims, andpr by- - most
recently bequeathing a 160 dollar
full-pag- e- ad (which was an
unauthorized misappropriation of
VOICE funds) to a Washington-- -
cont on p. 4
Reagan Will Leave Poor
Ac Prow tn nriotwc: Tile
guesr editorial X ; by Matt Bienkk
Ronald Reagan s budget win greatly help some Americans; the rich,
the upper middle class, and all Ihose who benefit from a "free" economy.
Reagan's budget will, mean a greater inequality in wealth, more
unemployment, more sacrifices, and less' hope for the poor and
unemployed. The poor will be left as prey for the ravages of poverty,
malnutrition, the ghetto, and other' wonders of a "free" economic
system.
. .... r . .ine neagan program 0 very suuite. vui uie uaou uicih.ii, icnwvi a
small part of the tax burden from the middle class, cut corporate taxes,
reduce regulations that protect workers and the poor, cut social
services, and increase the defense budget. The answer, provided by the
well off, is a cure for the problems of wealthy Americans who want more
weaiui.
Reagan's budget will perpetuate the inequality of wealth in America,
and the unjust economic system of our country in the name of a "free"
Aj-nnA-rrai tATHat str0c thie "trooArml nwan?
Is it freedom to be unemployed and without resources? Is it freedom .
for a senior citizen or a poor person to have their heat shut off in winter
because they can't afford to pay the gouged prices, of gas and o3
companies and eat at the same time? Is it freedom for the poor to be
. . '
.a. , r ... .lorcea 10 prove ineir neea 01 puouc aesisuuicer
In our country, economic freedom the freedom of a corporation to "
'close its factories and move to a country or state where cheaper labor
exists. It is freedom to destroy a city and the lives of the people in it. It is '
the freedom of the poor to live in wretched conditions. It is the freedom ot-r- ich
tax evaders to have their hands slapped.. Freedom for a Ford
company to build deadly cars. It is the freedom to allow over eleven
percent of the people in the richest nation in the world to live in poverty. .
We forget the scenes in Alabama that could as wed have come from
India. . - -
We wiB not consider socializing monopolies because such a move
would be "totalitarian", is not the oppression of the poor, and the
hcorporate control of the lives of millions a greater tyranny? "
- If we want freedom, it had better be for all and not tor some, hreedom
must be economic as well as political, the two are inseparable. Freedom
itself a democracy, it must have an economic democracy. People should
control corporations, not corporations control people Workers should
control their working condrtionsand have the right to reopen plants
closed due to corporate profit margins. The control of a few Americans
over the economy must be stopped. It is all too obvious that Mr.
Reagan's budget is a step in the wrong direction.
Reader Rebuffs Position of
Dear Editor,
-- 1 would like to present a rebuttal
of the opinions in the article in this
date's VOICE (Feb. 27, 1981)
entitled "Pro-Choic- e Group
Activates Awareness of Life
Concerns". I do not see how these
so-calle-d Pro-Choi- ce people can
claim that people should have the .
right to choose to destroy unborn
children. They claim that they
have the right to do whatever they
please with their bodies. Even if
this was so, it does not
automatically give them the right
to do something to their child's
body before it is even born.
If a woman does not want Xo
have a child, she should use a
contraceptive or just not have sex
at all. An abortion should only be
allowed when the pregnancy
would severely injure the woman
or if she was pregnant due to a
rape reported previous to the
abortion request. At arty other,
time, such a thing is the same as an
outright murder.
This group claims to be 'pro-choic-e'
and yet they do not give
the unborn child any possibility of
a choice. There is no such thing as
a person's right id murder
someone else for some excuse
such as inconvenience. If there
ever is such a right, let me be the
first one to be killed. I would not
want to live in such a" barbaric
Apply to Operations
Exciting, Challenging
rtoar FHitor
This" weekend I received an
anxious call from Sonya Kelly,
director of the summer program to
Africa, Operations Crossroads
Africa. Sonya- - informed me that
this year there was- - an over-
whelming response from African
"countries, with various proposals
for work projects that could be
carried out by Crossroaders.
Sonya's concern was that this year
fewer students have applied to
participate in the Program. In the
past Wooster has sent at least two
students to Africa wjth Crossroads.
It seems that this year, however, no
one from Wooster has applied. I
want to encourage any students
interested in spending the summer
in Africa, to explore the possibility
of applying to Operations
Crossroads.
For those ; of you who are
unfamiliar with Crossroads, it is a
private, non-profi- t, non-gover- n
society.
If a woman is pregnant and does
not want the child, she should give
it up to a legal adoption agency.
There are many couples that
cannot have children of their own
and want to raise some as theirs on
waiting lists at most -- adoption
agencies.
.
s
If i was pro-abortio- n I would
actually back at least the first part
of H.B. 92, unlike the so-call- ed pro:
choice group iix the article. It
would help to prevent a woman- -
who had just had an argument with
her husband from getting an
abortion out of s.pite. It also helps
to prevent a woman from making a
decision that she will regret later.
Actually, if abortion must be legal,
then I would prefer it to have a two
weeks wait with counselling, but
two days is better than nothing.
I would be against the second
part of that bill under all
conditions, even if. I was pro-abortio- n.
If abortion is legal, then
the parents of a child under age 16
should be able to make the child
get an abortion, not just to agree
with the child. If the parents do not
want the abortion and it is legal,
then the child should still be able to
have the abortion. If it is legal, no
woman should have to have a child
she does not want. But, of course,
I do not think that abortion should
actually be legal.
Actually, I can only see the
Crossroads, Spend
Surnmer in Africa
mental organization that promotes
work, travel and study as a vehicle
for cross-cultur- al exchange in
Africa. Crossroads sends groups of
10-1- 2 Americans into rural villages
in Africa, to participate in a work
project that usually involves
vigorous physical labor. Examples
of some of the work projects are
construction of schools and health
clinics, archeological digs,' medical
and --health education, agricultural
development and farming assist-
ance and photographing tradi-
tional and historical monuments
and architecture. I --traveled to ,
Botswana last summer with Cross-
roads and helped to build two
homes in a squatter's village
located on the edge .of the largest
town in Botswana. It was definitely
the most challenging, exciting and
eye-openin- g three months I have ,
ever experienced.
The cost of the program is 2400
cont on p. 4
Pro-Choic- e
woman as having a choice in one
case. This is that of a rape as listed
earlier. Just as you are not allowed
to commit suicide, so you should
not be able to do so by carrying a
pregnancy that will definitely kill
you if you try to complete it. Also,
victims of incest should not be
allowed to bring their probably
deformed children into the world,
conr on p. 4
Socialists Violate
Rights of Humans
To The Internationalist:
I would have expected a much
better retort from such an
enlightened European. You even
complimented me for having
imagination! Liberals of the classic
persuasion are often accused of
lacking that virtue. From this time
on I would appreciate the use of
that term "liberal" in any
thoughtless blurbs you may direct
my way.
Returning to cases, I would
move that you lack that
inestimable possession (imagina-
tion) and are existing on dried
reserves of dogma. Besides the
compliment you rendered me, you
manage to represent the biased
arguments of your column of the
13th for further criticism. If you
and world socialism cannot deal
with violations of human rights by
Castro, Pol Pot, Mao, Stalin, and
their associates who claim to be
guiding the world to the
millennium, then your one-side- d
finger pointing loses much of its
efficacy.
Contrary to your opinion, my
letter had everything to do with the
subject of human rights
considered in your column of the
13th. It is-th-e failure toconsider in
vouncolumn any of the awesome
cont on p. 4
VOICE Praised as
Most Provocative
Paper in a Decade
Dear Editor,
This year's VOICE is the most
exciting. ' most readable, most
nrovocarive and best - edited
student newspaper we've seen in a
decade or more. You have taken a
lot of risks, made some mistakes,
acauired more than a few enemies.
But for- - once the paper has
demanded its customers think
and think about big issues. You
and vour staff deserve our thanks
Sincerely,
Daniel Calhoun
1
"
wx y
1 ' - ' .;- - .- - .
1 iitr-rv-f.ij- w
SlEJN'ai ft
SUBSIDIZED BY-FTEDCR- AU
REVENUE .CaarjSHARlNG,
Socialist Systems Do Work
As Sweden, Poland Prove
Dear Editor, v .
If Mr. Hartrick in his article of
Feb. 20 insists on refuting
socialism by giving a list of the
names of despots that profess to
be socialist, I shall do him the same
favour, and show him how
effective and fair this method is:
capitalism cannot function or be
right because such men as
Somoza (Nicaragua), Ramon (El
Salvador), Botha (South Africa),
Ian Smith (Rhodesia), Mussolini
and Franco were racists and
dictators under the flag of free
enterprise. ;
Perhaps it will be good to look at
one of the reasons socialism
doesn t work, or isn t given a
chance to: US economic or
military interference. It began in
1917 when the US attempted but
. failed to put an end to the
Bolshevic Revolutions by military
(though Tminiscule) force. Then
they stopped the Communists,
supported by the electorate, from
coming into power in Italy after the
second world war. They
intervened in Vietnam at ; the
request of a man, who had said
Hitler was his idol, to stop the
Communist candidate from
winning the elections. The" CIA has
admitted to spending four million,
dollars to - stop Allende from
coming to power in Chile and
when this failed - and Allende
became president, the- - US
boycotted the country. The same
is threatening to happen in
Nicaragua today as far as boycott
goes, and in El Salvador as far as"
military interference against a
popular uprising and supporting
an oppressive regime is
concerned. This is not necessarily
because the - US thinks
Communism is bad, but because
in general a Communist
government is hostile to.
"American investments' and
business interests. "'-U- S
inconsequence in this matter is
shown by the fact it has trade with
such Communist countries as the
USSR and Yugoslavia.
And I refuse to listen to people
telling me there are Soviets in
Afghanistan,' in Hungary. '56. in
Cuba '59, in Czechoslovakia "68.
to protect their interests. It's time
the Americans realized the Soviet
Union is not a socialist country,
and therefore Soviet interference
cannot be held against socialism.
The Soviet Union is a country of
state capitalism. All the important
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To --get into Housing
decisions are made by a group of
men at the top, and the decisions
are made in the interest of the '
state and those who control it:
Moreover, the Soviet Union eVen
resembles Jhe US W that it is ax
lone party system (don't tell me
about the differences between the".
Republicans and Democrats, as
these are practically non-existen- t)
and that those accused of
supporting the enemy's ideology
are persecuted or harassed ' .(unless
.
the McCarthy ' era' is
completely over). Don't get me j
wrong, I prefer private capitalism '
with a separate government, as it
is in the west, infinitely to the state. .
capitalism of the USSR. " '
If you are looking for socialism
that does work and is not Soviet, 1
turn to . Sweden, to Tito's self--7
management, " fb Poland --where
the workers are demanding more-influen- ce-
over their own lives, a "
more 'democratic, socialist 7
country--- , to Allende before the
US cut him off. to Neyere's family
socialism, and -- to Mugabe's ,,
prudent socialism. Perhaps you
will find some things that you
never'thought were possible under
the red flag. Certainly you 11 find
something more than Stalinism '
.
Babette Wils
Under L.A. Blum,
VOICE Bludgeon
cont from p. 2
precedent you have set in giving
away free space to groups of the ,
Editor's choice.
Under your gentle care , this
paper has become 'a bludgeon;
publicly - dunning those you
disagree with has become habit.
Now I hope that you can receive
criticism with as much- - patience.
The ends (encourage debate and
thought) are not justified by the
means (bias and deceit). Those
who live falsely by the pen shall
suffer by the pen. " ' '
Ian Hartrick Box 1761
P.S. If honesty ever catches up
with you on the subject of my
questions I would appreciate an
'answer.
Editor's Note: The full page ad on
tru- - back page of last week's issue
was given to that ' particular
.organization "without due receipt
of payment'' for the same reason" .
the fullpage adon the back page is ':
being given to them again this --
week. (And incidentally-it- 's not
160 dollars.) -
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Students Show Lack of Commitment
An Open Letter to AD College of
Wooster Students:
- Independent Study, as all
seniors know, is supposed to be the
culmination of four years here at
Wooster. h is a paper researched,
analyzed and written by one
person. But sometimes in order to
complete this requirement we (on
the social sciences, specifically
psychology and sociology) depend
upon the cooperation of other
students to act as subjects for data.
The specific problem I am address-
ing is the fact that students sign up
to be participants in experiments
and then not show up. Sometimes
their motivation for signing up is
for extra credit or they just want to
make a contribution to science. I'm
sure that I speak for many other
. psychology majors who have been
frustrated by countless no-show-s.
in the two weeks that I ran my
experiment. I experienced twenty
people who didn't make their
Judicial Board States New
by Dianna Trover
"A good judicial board reviews
its policies yearly." said Tom
VanCleef, chairperson of Judicial
Apply Now to the
Crossroads Africa
cont from p. 3
dollars. Ninety percent of the
Crossroad ers. including the three
students who participated last
summer from Wooster, raised the
entire cost of the program through
fund-raisin- g. There is no reason
why the cost of the program
should stop .anyone from
participating.
Crossroads is in need of open-minde- d,
flexible and sensitive
people who have the desire to
travel to Africa and open them-
selves up to different ways of
thinking and living. If you are at all
interested, and want to know more
about the. program, or need an
application, please contact me very
soon! Thanks. Jan Birchfield
POBoxll75
:JL ft
' Jl-- J
scheduled times. Maybe they
forgot, got sick, who knows Out of
those . twenty I received replies
from only three people. What
really aggravates me is that I took
the time to write the people in
question asking them to resched-
ule if they wanted to. But I didn't
get one reponse. To all of you I
say-W- hy don't you show some
consideration? Do I have to lead
you by the' hand?
I mink that type of behavior is
very irresponsible and yes. quite
immature. This is a two-wa- y street.
I do my part by being there on time
and test the subject as quickly as
possible. You have an obligation
also-- 1 think that you should honor
your commitment-Aft- er all. it's
only fifteen minutes of your time.
Besides, you're getting extra credit
for participating anyway. So what
is the end result? My IS is going to
suffer because I don't have a
sample anywhere I had originally
Board. "We reviewed procedures
and adopted a new policy."
Students violating the Code of
Academic Integrity or Code of
Social Responsibility will now have
a two member hearing counselor
instead of one as previously. The
new procedures allows for one
person to gather information for a
case while the other person
advises the accused. "This will
insure a more fair trial," said
VanCleef.
The board has also expanded
the appeals procedure. Cases or
decisions of the board can be
appealed to the President if the
accused feels her case has not
been handled fairly.
According to the President
about one case a year is appealed
to him. The President then
explained how he sometimes
upholds the board's decision or
"sets the board's decision aside"
or modifies a penalty. When a case
is appealed to the President, he
considers the evidence presented
7
planned for because of your
thoughtless behavior. (Fortunately,
my adviser said that I had just
enough subjects to complete the
study.)
Maybe the secret is to only run
rats. My adviser kept reminding me
of this -- at least I --don't have to
worry about them missing their
appointments and they don't need
much incentive. But that really
doesn't help those who are
depending on the unpredictable
human species. Come on. Woos-
ter.' stop this apathetic attitude!
What if the situation was reversed.
Picture yourself doing IS and you
needed subjects. How would you
feel if students kept missing your
appointments? h doesn't make you
very happy, does it?
Chet Omilanowski
Policies
to the board, reinterviews
witnesses involved in the case,
perhaps interviews new witnesses.
all a part of the process of trying to
L reach a fair decision.
"The College follows a doctrine
of .essential fairness."- -, said the
President. "A part of our doctrine
of essential fairness is an appeals
system," he said. "If I was a rubber
stamp of the board, the appeals
procedure would be a sham for the
students" he said. "When, a
decision is reversed, 'set aside'
which means it can bejretried or
modified, it's not a slap at Judicial
Board," he said, judicial Board
does a fine job."
Van Cleef encourages students
who know of socially unacceptable
behavior to talk to any Board
member.
"The Board is a very important
body on campus, and we're here
to serve the entire community
including students, administrators
and faculty members.' said
Van Cleef.
faculty comment:
On Worthy
by Peter Havholm
At one doint. I had thought of
devoting a whole column in this.
Louise Blum s last issue of the
Voice, to mv aDDredation of her
efforts. But the drafts I've thrown
awayare mawkish or tedious, even
self-servin- g. After all. she did agree
to keep publishing this thing.
Fining a lot of space seemed
appropriate because so mucn
space hi the letters and columns --
has been filled with complaints
over the past threejuarters. In my
view, contrariwise, the last three
quarters have seen the Voice at its
most stimulating and at its most.
relevant to the institution that
supports it Ms. Blum's newspaper
made the effort to comment and
report on what was important to us
at this olace. She has done her job
as well or better than any Voice
editor hi my ten years at Wooster..
The paper was neveT bland or
unintelligent and it has been
both all too often. In the past
Those of you who have found
yourselves actually looking for
ward to the voice this past year
ought to say a word or two to the
person responsible. My two are
"thank you."
Our first Convocation next
quarter promises an opportunity so
unusual that it deserves comment,
this early. On Wednesday, April 1.
Editor Possessed by Mental Disorder,
Cognitive Dissonance" Afflicts VOICE
conr prom p.
based outfit of questionable
repute-a- ll of this combined-mak- es
for the-class- ic example of
the cognitively dissonant.
So before you and your staff of
peacebving humanists converge
on anybody outside your own
clique to render their morality, you
might first allow for introspection
and self-evaluatio- n. For nobody
has a monopoly on virtue-no- t
even you Miss Blum.
With Hope For a Better
"-Tomo-
rrow,
-
D. W. Johnson
Editor's Note: "For nobody has a
monopoly on virtue-n-ot even
you. " Those. of us who are said to
proffer this alleged "educated
ignorance have generally found it
useful to develop our own
thoughts. Reiterating those of the
Secretary of State is seldom
hefoful. It mqh even be cliche.
Does "intellectual dishonesty"
extend to t)lagiarism?
Reader Rebuffs Position of PrchChoice
Group; Unborn Child Has No Choice
. cont from p. 3 '
As a final point, even if it were
just a matter of what you can do to
your body, the government has a
perfectly legitimate right and much
precedent to limiting that. If it did
not, then all "narcotics would be
legal and hazardous or poisonous
materials would be as easy to
obtain as anything else. If anyone
believes this to be the case, why
doesn't he use some of the latter
on himself - right now. Society
would be better off without that
kind of people.
. In conclusion, I believe the
purpose of college is to challenge
those things that jxople accept
.without thinking, and to4each you
how , to present your - opinions
logically and correctly, This letter
is an attempt, at the former, in
attempting the latter J I have
Occasions
at 10 in Mateer. Professor" Kwan-Hu- a
Lee will speak on the topic
"Life and Teaching in Inner
Mongolia." Professor Lee will
speak from immediate experience.
He is on the faculty ,of Inner-Mongol- ia
Teachers
.
College in the
People's Republic of China. He is
also a graduated The College of
Wooster. Class of 1948.
Those are the bare facts. The
rest of the story must be on April 1.
There will be other and varied
opportunities to hear more, for the
President's office has arranged for
Professor Lee to be hi residence
Spring quarter. Watch this space
for more details.
Professor -- John . Hondros,
Historian and movie maven. has
brought a host of marvelous films
to campus this quarter. The last
two are most worthy. They are
Padre, Padrone on Thursday at
7:30 p.m. Jn Mateer and Bread and
Chocolate, on Friday at the same
time in the same place. He tells me
these are two of the best.
Enjoy Spring Break. Read a
book by Nora Ephron. one of the
funnier writers around, who wiB be
here next quarter. Crazy Salad and
Scribble. Scribble are both out in
paperback.
And do not forget Common
Hour nextWednesday at 10 in
Lowry. C6ffee! Donuts!
Conversation! . .
"Unauthorized misappro-
priation of VOICE funds.'' To our
knowledge. Mr... Johnson's
dealings with the amassing and
dispensing of VOICE funds have
been nil. On what grounds does he
supfwrf this charge?
"One hundred sixty dollars."
Inaccurate figure. Try again. -
"Questionable repute.".
Intriguing charge. Can Mr.
Johnson document it?
"So before you. ..converge on
anybody. ..to render their
morality..." To render it what?
How? Is it characteristic of those
sweeping in this hallowed
"conservative tide" that they
neglect to finish their thoughts?
"People who believe very
.
strongly in one set of ideas..will
tend to reaffirm those ideas... most
vigorously at the very moment...
when they are. repudiated by
reality." Mr: Johnson apt Iv
expressed. I rest my case.
included my box number with this
letter. If you strongly disagree with,
my opinions as presented here, do
the former and write to me. Thank
you. .
- Steven Vincent Gunhouse
Box 1715
Roarlor Ronnoctc
Rapid Response
cont from pc. 3
problems inherent in collectivist
uuiuuiiyuku inuiiipicuuKaeuiiu
part of my letter. For that section,
you did not ' even do me "the"
dubious justice of a careless reply.
In conclusion, I must wonder if you
tatAV ijf, frl. MM.
araumtnts and histnriral fart will
disappear upon due
.
request.
.
V Ian Hartrick
--
. r . oox ioi .
"S
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South Africa: "US plays major role iri'supportmg fasci regme"
by Kimani Kabogo
The earth continues to spin
around its orbit calmly vas it has
always done since the beginning of
time.- - We 'are content, not
bothered about-- - the events
happening around the world. As
long as the environment around us
is normal, we tend to think that all
is normal.
The apparent fact is that the
.
earth could just stop spinning. Not
- that it would lose its course, but
" the fact that there will be no world
- to spin. You and I will no longer
have our own small worlds to be
content about. If you haven't come
to grips with what I am talking
- about, it is no wonder you can be
so content. I am talking about total
destruction through a racial war in
Southern Africa which spells
. doom for you and me. If we startd
aside and just look on while a tiny
aristocratic group determines our
fate.
A racial war is going on in South
Africa. One minority race denying
the indigenous majority race its
right to use its own land and
control its own destiny.' The racial
war is directly supported by
Britain,-- France, Canada, Israel
and most of all the United States,
the rationale- - being the vital
resource endowments of South
Africa. This means that this racial
war has taken a turn from a direct
blackwhite conflict to the so-call- ed
"global village economic
system which includes you.
. .
South Africa for the past
decades since it gained its
independence from Britain has
undertaken very inhuman
strategies! to consolidate its
dehumanizing regime. They have
'constantly attacked the frontline
nations-Mozambiq- ue, Zim-bambw- e,
Zambia, Namibia and
Angola, so as to weaken these
nations in order to assure that
there are ho major organized
attacks.. This has been justified in
many ways, one of which is
"housing terrorists." Namibia,
which has been struggling for
independence for a long time now
from South Africa, has its SWAPO
(Southwest African People
Organization) based, in the.
' frontline states. This is because
Namibia is illegally occupied by
South African troops for a long
period. Therefore the only place to
organize any political movement is
outside Namibia, best situated in
Angola.
Because of this illegal military
. presence, many Namibians haveJ
sought refuge m Angola and other
frontline states to escape the
brutal treatment by the South
- African regime. This, however,
has not stopped South Africa's
genocidal principles. Last year,
- South African troops went into
Angola and massacred' 700
refugees in a refugee campmen,
women, and children. They were
buried in a common grave. Over- -
the last three years there have
been more than . 290 air
bombardments of Angolan
territory, over 1400 air
reconnaissance flights, 50 major
helicopter-born- e troop 'assaults
.
and 70 ground attacks. In the
period between March, 1976 to
-- June," 1979 when South African
troops invaded Angola during civil
war; 570 Angolans were killed, 198
Zimbambweans. more than 600
': Namibians,' and three South
'
-
African refugees were all killed as a
: result of South AfriaC&aggression
against Angola.
The --death rate has increased,
over the last 18 months,
victimizing 400 Angolans and an
incalculable number of Namibians.
Eighty-fiv- e Angolan soldiers were
killed and 700 civilians-wounde- d.
The June, 1980 operation against
Kunene region claimed 378 lives.
Since 1975, economic installations
have cost Angola seven billion
dollars. - '
Now, where do Israel, France,
Britain, Canada and the United
ATurtT. ft - Hf
States come in? Israel is carrying
out a joint program, of nuclear
weapon experiments on :. the
African waters, There are Israeli,
French, and American mercen-
aries --assisting South African
troops. It has been reported that
the 155 mm field gun, acquired
with the complicity of the
American, Canadian, and British
governments from --the Vermont-base- d
research corporation in
defiance of the UN arms embargo
against South" Africa, is in regular
use against Angola
The United States is much more
involved than this. The US
corporations are playing a direct
role in supporting the racist regime
by. building and supplying the
South African government with
the equipment necessary to run
the fascist regime.
Ford and General Motors are
building police, commercial and
military vehicles for the fascist
forces. IBM, National Register and
other ' computer manufacturing
corporations are producing
computers for the South African
departments arid other govern-
ment agencies. The computers are
used to help record the movement
of those who fight or majority rule
In South Africa." to arrest and
sentence, them according to the
pass laws. A US company. Fluor I
is helping South Africa achieve
energy independence through
SASOL Coal Conversion. This is
to help South Africa be immune
from the oil weapon just in case, oil
producing countries decide not to
supply oil.
. Thisv should "not : give the
impression that you as" Americans
are not benefitting from the fascist
regime. A goocTexample can be
cited right here at the College of
Wooster .The; Timken Corporar
tion, one of the most popular
corporations in. Ohio, has heavily
invested in South Africa- - and is
realizing enormous profits frOnv
the cheap labor provided by the
apartheid, system. Their profits
.have been vast and enable them to
d6nate the Timken Gym with all its
facilities to the- - College of
Wooster. It is a pity-th- at we cannot
measure the suffering - which
having that building and its
facilities available to us haecost
elsewhere. For humanitarian
concerns, the should disturb all of
us"benefitting from those facilities.
Recently, there has been a shift
in South African Policy toward
Angola. They have ' made their
stand "clear-th- ey will directly"
attack the Angolan Military,
Civilian, and Economic Installa-
tions Angola has just completed,
all justified by-
- the fact that
SWAPO has its bases in Southern
Angola. This was explicitly
expressed by Major Charles.
Lloyd, the Commander of the
South African forces in Namibia
that South Africa will openly
attack ... Angolan military and
civilians "if we have to "grasp the
--hornets nest, we will." he said.
"There will come a time when we
have to decide upon priorities." An
intention of a long-ter- m war in
-- Angola was expressed by a recent
statement by Colonel Leon
Martins, the South African
Commander of the Korongo
Section of the border region. "If
you allow terrorists (SWAPO) to
come to your area, it will take 30-8- 0
years." he said. "If you knock
him out where he is- - that is
Angola --it will take ten to fifteen
years." It is n pity that Colonel
Martins is thinking in these lines. In
ten to fifteen years therhances are
that he will find himself looking for
another country to make a new
home when the Africans take
over,. : -
; Until the recent I change in
policy. South Africa gave , the
impression that it has tried to
avoid direct confrontation with the
Angolan- - government and
population in attacks of SWAPO.
But most of the recent attacks
have been Angolan targets- -,
villages, bridges, and factories. :"
'
.
- v - ' --
The latest event which will
inevitably cause a world-wid- e
confrontation was the attack of
the Mozambican capital's suburb
which was carried out --by the
South African forces about a
month ago.: The result of this
attack has been the sending of an
"undisclosed number" of Soviet
warships to Maputo-th- e
Mozambtques seaport which
borders S. Africa. The first ship to
dock was a 16,000 ton cruiser.
"Alek Sandr Suvorov, early last
week. The Soviet ambassador to
Mozambique said:. "We are not
threatening anyone, but if
"someone attacks our friend, we
give a suitable response." America
is fast losing credibility among the
Third World Nations. The Third
World doubts whether America
. cares for the welfare of the people
of poorer countries. This was
triggered by the "New World
Economic - Order" resolution's
being passed in Lima, --Peru in 1975
"after a growing consensus of
opinion that a 'new economic
--order be established in which
developing countries can reap the
benefits of. international trade
.which they have long been denied.
Ouf 6f 150 Third World and
developed' countries, ony the
United States - cast a negative
vote."" Early this week when the
United Nations finally "ruled that
the white minority rule does not
represent the needs of its' majority
African populations, again the US
cast a negative vote,, voting in
favor of the apartheid system --the
most dehumanizing regime since
the abolition of slavery. " ""
Is there any reason why Africa
should not look upon the Soviet
Union as a friend? While the USA
has been . supporting oppressive
"regimes, the Soviet Union has
been- - supporting liberation
movements. Angola, Mozambique
and Zimbambwe have gained their
independence
,
either directly or'
Indirectly from the Soviet's
assistance which America was not
willing to offer. For whatever it's
worth, the Soviet Union has acted
according to human need.
It should be clear that the.
Soviets are not being favored by
Africa because of their-politic- al
ideology. It is simply because they .
provided what a suffering people
needed --liberation. It should also
i i iL.k a u aM .De cieor wku ruiu o umi
a situation of two bad choices:
either the USA or the USSR. The
same kind of situation in which
many Americans were caught up
rinrina the last oresidential
election. But Africa is not trying to --
choose the lesser. of two evils.
Africa is screaming LEAVE US
ALONE! v ..
The US and the Soviet Union
are in search of another Vietnam.
If they ck) find one. the Vietnam era
of the 60s will seem like a joke
compared to the one coming. This
will be in Southern Africa, a region
with : the best- - resource
endowment. But in this one there
a vm nit nil 4irAtff k
involved, some of them being the- -
- The ' Soviets now have then-ship- s
in Mozambique and America
has its ships about-1500-mil- es
north in Mowbaja, Kenya. What
does this sound like to you? The
two powers are about-t- o play with ,
the lives of innocent people again. .
Some of you may think that having '
American ships in the vicinity is'
safe. This is a misconception. The
Hun miujfyr iiouu Afrira in tprms of
themselves as the legitimate
power to fill in this vacuum. They
claim to be there for the good of
the African nations, but the truth is --
that the African nations would be
much better off if the two powers
left. Each says it is impeding the
other's imperialistic policies. The
question is: Is hurting small
innocent nations the best and the
--only way to do this? They almost
exterminated Vietnam : with the
same principles and they are about
to do the same to EI Salvador. .
" LocJdrig atjiow theracial war in ;
. A . " . It .
international economics and thus
global conflict, and from the very '
fact that it spells doom for all of us.
I do hot see why America should
be assisting South Africa in any
way. For Americas self-interes- t,
it is a risk to support the present
regime. It appears as though
America is very snort-sighte- d.
They are unable to see as far as
what ; would happen when the
Africans take over the Tole ; in
South Africa. If theAfricans come
into- - power with .a bloody
revolution, which-a-t the moment
seems "inevitable." all American
investments will be lost. And God
help any American in this regtan
when this happens. For. the
Africans-wi-ll not differentiate the
corporate owner or government
official from' the mere American
citizen. To themC America-i- s one.
Iran Is not even a oood example of
what may happen in South Africa.
h is easy to avoid this brutal end.
m a - . I 1:1II VTNCnCd MipiXJIlS HIT llueiCUKJII
movement- - it may have access to
the" resources HneedsIf not. it
might as well forget it right now.
The fight ers--f or the majority rule
have said; The US corporations
should withdraw their investment --
from South . Africa;- - if not. the
workers' know what to do. They
will hold America and : its
corporations equally guilty for the
deaths.- - 'suffering r and misery
Is there any more reason to be
rantpnt.'" I he world raaina with -
storms of war because --humanity
cannot agree? You may like to
think that those storms of war are
; Vv . conf on p. 6 .
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US Supports
Fascist Regime
cont from p. 5
far away from America, but what
you must realize is that this is a
direct East and West conflict and
,
you are right in the middle of it all.
Don't feel content anymore--w- e
are all in this together to thevery
end. Your brothers and sisters
who will be drafted won't be feeling
too content for they are the ones
who will go up in smoke before you
do. We must work together and
work for peace as a common
people-th- e government will not do
it for us. If we do not, the biblical
prophesy of humanity's self-destructi- on
will be fulfilled sooner
than we think. We should all work
to determine our own destinies.
We should not leave it for a few
aristocrats to determine for. us.
They will want us to take sides and
that will be the beginning of our
end. Let us therefore be aware xf
what is happening around the
world. Too much TV will not solve
it for us. As it is, our TV-watchi- ng
days may be numbered. The
information' flowing into the
"Andrews Library is' all you need to
inform you about all you want to
know if you just look for it in the
right places. There is an African
saying that "there, is no one so
difficult to wake as one who is only
pretending to sleep." If he has
made up his mind not to see truth,
no one can wake him from it. I urge
you, my friends, to choose to see
this truth, for if you pretend to
sleep, you may just fall into an
involuntary eternal sleep.
I KiBn-Hu"Lee775- 8 alumnus ofl
khe College will return to his alma
fcnater and 'will present the first;
convocation of Spring quarter. Lee
his master's degree fromteceivedhe University of Chicago and has)
aught chemistry at The Teachers'
JColege in Inner Mongolia in thej
Republic of China. "LeelCeople'siBbe.aguest of The Collegel
during Spring quarter, said Debl
IHilty.executive assistant to the!
feresident
ISfsJl !!
Submit Photographs
o) d Mauoi:
March 11
Interviews and Information
Career Planning and Placement
Detroit Area Office: 1-800-52- 1-8888
Wb
im
for SAB Contest,
Instant Camera, Cash Prizes Offered
Once again, there will be a
Student Photography Contest co-sponsor- ed
by the Student
Activities Board and the Florence .
O. Wilson Bookstore. The show
will be exhibited in Lowry Center!
April 26 through May 9. Two
judges will select winners during
the first week and will announce
the winners in the beginning of the
second week.
RULES OF THE CONTEST:
--There will be two categories:
Color and Black & White
--Each piece must be no smaller
than 6" x 8"
CORRECTION: The third to the
last paragraph in last week's
convocation story "Jenny Justifies
14 Increase in Comprehensive
Unit Fee" should have read: "He
(Jenny) said Wooster, along with
other private colleges and
universities like Denison,
Princeton, Stanford, does allocate
money for capital improvements."
We apologize for the typographi-
cal error. The fault does not lie
with the reporter.
c c c
HEARD WHAT YOU
the other cheek.
'I pefeM&e, You can
be: replaced?
--All photographs must be
matted
--There will be a limit of 5
photographs per person .
--Each photograph must have
an entry and label form filled out
and returned to the Director's
Office or the S;A.B. Office no later
than April 24. If you wish to submit
more than two (2) photographs,
extra forms can be picked up in
the S.A.B. Office.
There will he 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
place prizes plus three honorable
mentions per category.
1st Prize - Colorburst Instant
Camera courtesy of the Florence
O. Wilson Bookstore plus $20
dollars.
" 2nd Prize - $20 dollars -
3rd Prize - $10 dollar gift
certificate courtesy of Pike's Peak
Camera Shop.
The bookstore reserves the
right to select and publish some of
the photographs in a calendar.
This will be an exciting show and
will give students a chance to show
off their creative talents. Take"
advantage of this opportunity by
submitting your works!
The Scot Symphonic Band,
Pipers, and Dancers will present
their annual winter concert on
Sunday, Mar. 8, at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. Ten days later
the band will depart for a tour of
cities in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia.
The trip will also include
sightseeing in New York,'
Philadelphia, and Washington,
D.C.
Alcohol Abuse Consternates Campus
Security; Student Responsibility 'Urged
by Timothy E. Spence
. The excessive consumption and
abuse of alcohol, and adverse
effects associated with its con-
sumption, are causing- - numerous
problems on- - the campus, accord-
ing to Security Chief Carl Yund
and school psychologist Betty
Shull. A
Both Yund and Shull said a
great deal of the property damage
which occurs on campus is a result
of the excessive or "irresponsible"
use of alcohoL. Moreover, Yund
said complaints
.
of noise and
profane language logged with his
department by students . and
townspeople often involve, an
inebriate student
"Most incidents on campus are
related to alcohol, for example,
disturbances from loud stereos,
obscenities and vandalism," Yund
said. -
In addition to noise and van-
dalism, Yund said there' have been
some assaults resulting from
alcohol abuse. He said an "alter--
cation between students near
Kittredge as a result of alcohol"
occurred recently. And last spring,
he said, beer was thrown onto one
of his officers at a campus party.
Shull said that violent acts may
occur when onels level of tolerance
- and inhibition is. reduced,- - a
reduction which may be caused by
alcohol use.
Shull said alcohol is consumed
to relieve tensions which are
associated with school work,
personal problems, or serious
psychological problems.
There's no question mat exten-
sive use of alcohol will make a lot
of problems worse. That is, if you
already feel depressed, after you
drink youll feel more depressed. It
will kind of exacerbate a problem,"
Shun said.
Also, Shufl attributed some
drinking problems to late ado-
lescent and early adult un-
certainties.
Yund and Shull both said an'
increase in the consumption of
alcohol has come as a result of
more lenient societal attitudes
toward its consumption, especially
among younger people. Shull
indicated that youngsters see
alcohol as a way to mask
pubescent problems and traumas.
In society, Yund said more than
50 percent of the convicts ques-
tioned in a study of criminal
behavior said they were under the
influence of alcohol when they
committed illegal acts.
A serious problem- - on campus,
which may be a result of alcohol
abuse, occurs when students throw
Nqlass bottles from Bissman Hall
Buy your copy of thie
1981 INDEX
TODAY!
onto Bean Ave. JOur campus is
situated in the community, on
BeaH Ave. Beall is a major axis to
the hospital by emergency ve-
hicles. Glass thrown on the street
from Bissman is dangerous, and
debris in the street does not
enhance the school's image,"
Yund said.
An ad hoc faculty committee
dealing with student conduct and
responsibility which studied be-
havioral problems of students three
years ago, lays some blame for
alcohol-relate- d problems on
campus sections.
"Sections sponsor most of the
parties that center on the use. of
alcohol and create problems' of
noise for other students and for
townspeople," the report said.
The ad hoc committee also
stated, "The property damage
rates tend tar be higher in the
sections than in other dormitories. .
While neither Yund nor Shull
believe the College should rein-
state a ban on alcohol on the
campus (a rule abandoned onjy a
few years ago), they do believe
students should take more re-
sponsibility," Yund said.'
Yund said section presidents
could attempt to curb abuse of
alcohol in their respective sections,
and he said at least one section
leader has already done this. Shull
added that more severe penalties
are needed to deal with alcohol"
misuse.. .
Unit Fee Defended
By Administration
conryromp. I .
help offset losses of akTwhich may
result and to provide help with
students who are hard pressed by
the tuition jump.
The President and Orehovec
both said the College win continue
its tradition of assisting students
and families in paying for the cost
of education at Wooster. Copeland
said alumni wiU be asked to assist
in providing for the needy students"
who may lose financial fcid or who
cannot afford the tuition increase.
There wiH be every effort made
to protride for students at the
College through the alumni, and
based on past experience, the'
alumni will respond,"' Copeland
said.
.. .
Jenny said money is available
for financial assistance whichJrvas
not been tapped, and he suggests
students in need of money should
obtain a campus job.
d IWW II 1 Will
have a lobbyist in Washington who
will urge Congress to not alter the
financial aid programs. Copeland
will also be in"the nation's capital
next quarter.
"Ill be in Washington in early
April to meet with Congressmen to
demonstrate that we think that it is
in the nation's interest to continue
to invest in' the nation's talent."
Copeland said.
There is consensus among --
administrators and financial
officers that the school is in sound
financial shape, and is not planning
cutbacks in any academic depart-
ments, services or faculty. Indeed.
Copeland said "these areas will
grow. y.
' Jenny said the Conege's fi-
nancial status is stable and Finan-
cial Advisory Committee member
bGeorge Galster said. ."The tuition
increase assures a balanced
budget." ,
VOICE Retrospective:
Compiled by.
Kevin Grubb
...an estimated 1,500 people
marched through the streets of
Kent, Ohio Sunday morning in a
prelude to the afternoon's jrally
commenorating the Kent State
shootings of May 4, 1970.Among
the more than 20 speakers attend-
ing the four and a half hour rally
was Ron Kovak, shot in Vietman in
1968 and paralyzed for life. Kovak
spoke to the crowd from a
wheelchair. "Can you imagine that
they would let Vietnam happen all
over again?" Kovak asked his
audience. "When 1 was lying in the
intensive care ward...I thought
Someday this has to mean some-
thing. Someday there has to be a
reason for this." -
In a time of increasing inflation and
a tighter job market, colleges are
faced with what has come to be
seen as the - dilemma of tenure-Ma-ny
untenured professors are
frustrated by the commitment" that
the college expects from them
while it seems to make none in
return. "We're expected to do
certain things but we're not given
any reqards or allowances in
return," says Steve Johnson, Span-
ish professor ...The College expects
high standards, but for what?"
.
i- -
I do not think it is an exaggeration
to state that intellectual discussions
of homosexuality-- or rather the
lack of .such discussions, is a
problem - on mis campus. The
embarrassing question is "why?"
Why the ignorance, why the
degradation, why the masks?the
atmosphere at Wboster conditions
people to adopt certain concep-
tions of what is acceptable beha-
vior and what is not Let's face it,
Wooster is homophobic.the aca-
demic institution itself perpetuates
homophobia by not recognizing
homosexuality as a viable contribu-
tion to the curriculum...Admimng
he was "woefully ignorant" of the
issue .of gay men and lesbian
women at the College, Copeland
candidly stated he was not aware
there was no ga'y support group on
campus and that he had .not
encountered any open hostility
towards gay students..! appeal to
both the gay and straight students
to "take off the masks" and
support homosexuals at this
school.
Ethiopian Christians, Jews Threatened
cont from p. 1
' r-- T--1 A 1 t. Ioau u. iiw uiuiuies cum ui utnc
knit local --communities, where
monks and priests "are more
dominant leaders than the Bishop.
In addition, there is very little
separation between political and
.
ecclesiastical institutions in Ethio-
pia, Harrelson said. "When I was
v there, about one-ha- lf of the people
in government were vamea ror
'priesthood." he remembered.. And
governmental and religious leaders
interact in making decisions which
affect each of the groups. "--
The literature, which is most
important to Harrelson. is different
from the Christian bible Americans
use. Ethiopians have an additional
book called. "Jubliees." which
comes after "Judges" and is a
commentary on "Exodus" and
"Genesis." Another' book
' "Enoch"
.-
- is also a commentary
. cycles. "Enoch is the founder of thejtr i .i it -7--year caienaar -- ney use ana so
he is a hero." Harrelson explained.
Although both Jews and Christ-
ians have a deep-se- t existence in
Ethiopian ..history. Harrelson said
Gov. Reagan has recently run into
difficulties, his. own mouth. Rea-
gan, a voracious reader, is often
times found preaching unverified
information to his audiences. His
aides at the Reagan headquarters
in California have been concerned
about his using alleged information
in his index-car- d speeches...If
Reagan can guard against his
mistakes and put up a hard fight
this' autumn, he might end his
two-gam-e losing streak.
Rep.
.
John B. . Anderson, an
independent candidate for pres-
ident was the' clear winner in
Wooster's mock election, held' last
Tuesday during lunch and dinner.--Amo- ng
the 250 students who
voted, Anderson was the most
popular candidate, garnering an
average of 57 of the vote.
"A mandatory draft registration
and a rapidly excalating military
.budget (the Carter five-yea- r plan
for the military calls for authority to
spend over $1 trillion from 1981-85- ),
are just two indications of the
means which the nation has
chosen to use. With the use of
nuclear warfare and the OS failure
to ratify the Salt II agreement more
than a year after H was negotiated,
we are confronted with the
prospect of a war which defies
comprehension: mass obliteration.
It is true that others before us have
looked pessimistically toward the
future; in our generation, we look
with uncertainty, wondering if we
will have a future. - ' '
The moral majority. Moral growth.
Sin. The Bible. These words come
up quite, frequently these days.
God. Christ (in varying tones of
voiced They come in connection, it
'seems, ' with every issue one
chances to mention. The world
seems suddenly to have lost the
ability to discuss the presidential
elections, the war between Iran
and Iraq, the hostages, nuclear war
and the pursuit of peace, or any
issue of political or intellectual
import without dragging in the
issue of religion. ...WeTnust shed
our dependency, we must question
authority, we must fight rather than
resign ourselves to the belief that
nothing we say or do will ever be
of any consequence in the fight of
"Higher Reason." We have our
lives ahead of us. Let us not
the outlook for the two groups is
perilous. "The State - a Marxist
military " one" - is not allowing
Christians to possess enough land
to support both their monks and
priests, he told. "If the monks
disappeared from religion, much of
their current writings in ancient
language, would also . be lost"
Harrelson said.
The government is trying- - to
keep "the traditional Christian
religion alive in other ways, he
added.
-
- For the Falasha. the future is
even less stable. Harrelson said. In
Northwestern Ethiopia, armed In- - .
habitants hold most of the land ,
around the Falashas and are"
threatening to move in. Again.
Harrelson told, the government
has the power to allocate landed
mRTT
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consign them to servility ana
obedience in our near-hysteric- al
fear of independent thought and
action, i
...we feel that the double standards
and lack of interest in Black
programs displayed... are indicative
of a much broader problem; the
problem of
.
racist attitudes and
policies, which is prevalent on
campust As Black students at the'
College of Wooster, we therefore,
feel that it is necessary at this time
to address the general situation of
minority students on this campus.
There was nothing new about
Watergate, h's happened before.
You just got caught Such are the
comments of the Nixon apologists,
but the fact that former abuses did
occur does not make Watergate
.right said John Dean last Thurs-
day night "In prior presidencies,
this kind of activity was the
exception to the rule," he said,
"whereas in Nixon's administration
it was the rule."
.
When the people overwhelmingly
elect a man who advocates a
separate minimum wage for
Blacks, believes women need to be
protected for their own benefit
would willingly destroy Alaska for
energy, and opposes ERA and
federal funding of abortion, then
the people clearly state their belief
in a white-mal-e majority rule of the
elite over the minorrty...Let us not
look too admirably on the fact that
the public emphatically supported
Reagan. As history teaches us, the
matortty is not always ngnt
" A recent editorial by Timothy
SpenceInformed us of the sad toll
feminist critiques of sexist language
have taken on English grammar.
Left unsaid is the sad toil the
English language has taken on
woman...h appears that Spence is
I under the impression that langu--
age ts a pure suostance wnicn
sprang full-blow- n from the mind of
Zeus.. language and grammatic
structure wereare socially created
phenomena and as 'such bear the
marks of the social order within
which their construction occurred.
Can't we understand that there are
some things for which we cannot
fight? That over the centuries we
should have learned that victory in
these Jews. And. he says, the State
is making efforts to achieve
equality between citizens. More'
importantly, though, is the govern-
ment's new determination that this
great heritage of Judaism and
Christianity not be lost, he
concluded. - '...
- J Vmvmity of Caiifontim,
SmmtmCnn -
BACKPACKING
SPRING QUARTER
15 Units
SOUTHWEST CANYONLANDS
Ecology Ethnobotony
.
.
.
ancient cultures :
ROCKY MOUNTAINS
' ecology land studies
. wildlife studies -
WmwcM Attitfnct Grant ActHW
' phone (40S) 4292S22 or write:
WILDERNESS STUDIES
Cardiff House
l 'diversity of California. Santa Crm
Santa Cruz. CA 95064
Through Winter 1981
war is not thestandard of truth?
That
.
a mentality like Haig's
prevents our ever learning how to
preserve our ideals without slaugh-
ter and repression, how to respect
the values of others even if they
are alien to our cherished system?
Several students and members of
the faculty have proposed the
establishment of a requirement to
be fulfilled by the completion of a
course in the areas of Blade
Studies, Women's
.
Studies, or
Non-Wester- n Studies. Apparently,
initiative does exist on this campus.
A group of people have actually
defined the problem and are
determined to solve it , They
. deserve our help. We hope that
both organizations and individuals
will assess their values and support
this proposal. It's been tried before.
Let's not let it die this time.
"This statement itself is in no way.
an offensive sign...It's - just a
statement of truth," said Jairaj
Daniel, Vice-Preside- nt of Haranv
bee. "We've taken a tot of abuse,"
said Terry Walker, RA. of Haram-- .
bee. "It wasn't a slur, and we didn't,
see it as a slur...I don't see why
they're offended by this.".Culbert-son'- s
main complaint according to --
Drew Levinson, one of the resi-
dents, is Harambee's timing. They
are "exploiting a bad situation
Campus reaction to Culbertson's
sign, according, to Levinson, has
been "very, very strong, very
positive."
Commencing the 1981-82- . aca-
demic year, the College of Wooster
will elevate its Dean's List grade
point average requirement from
3.3 to 3.5 according to Dean of
Faculty. Vivian HoIlidayThe EPC
strongly supported - the decision,
stressing" the need to make aca-
demic learning more challenging to
students. "I think it will motivate
more students to work harder." .
HoUiday commented, later empha
sizing her hopes that "we (stu
dents) aren t just working for
grades."
.
"I received a memo stating that
once the present - inventory of
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C.O.W. t-shi- rts was depleted I was
not to reorder more," said Don
NoH bookstore manager. The
CO W. design has been our most
popular t-sh- irt in ll years. We've
sold 7500-8000."Trus- te Juliet
Blanchard explained her objec- -
(T) he cow is a slow and stupid
animaCbearing no relation to The
College as an academic institution.
Why Juxtapose something funny
like a cow with something serious
like a college? she asked"Admini- -
-- i .... T..I.. 1 tsuaiuii uciianuy iiaw a sense as
humor added Copeland, laugh--,
ing nervously...
When it domes to selecting courses
and professors, students especially
underclass persons-oft- en have
very little to go on. We hooeJhat
the faculty evaluation published in
today's VOICE will help to
: alleviate this problem...
The 1980-8- 1 College of Wooster
catalogue calls students and faculty
"partners in learning." We agree
with this description and recognize
the central role the faculty plays in
our education. Because of the
professors' vital role, students need
a better source for choosing their
"partners" than the hearsay of a
couple of friends.
College of WoosteT alumnus Dr
Jack Scaff is the subject of a film
which will be shown this Sunday J
March 8, at the Freedlander Park
Chalet. -
Dr. Scaff is the founder of the
Honolulu Marathon C&nic. a
highly successful public education'
program focusing on running and
fitness. The film, entitled Rules of.
the Road." is about Dr. Scaff. his
clinic, and the Honolulu
Marathon.
Fun runs of 2. 4 and 6 rrales wiC
be held following the film which;
begins at 1 :30 p.m. Both events are
sponsored by the Wooster City
Parks and Recreation Department
in cooperation with the Wooster
Runners. The public is invited to
attend. There is no admission
charge. I
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Wooster Inn
Dinjna Experience
This Saturday: ;
As:
.
f" :
Afasaa - $8.95
Call 264-234- 1 -
Tues. - Sat.". v
On the Corner of Wayne and Gauche St. "v.
"All Major Credit Cards Approved."
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Is $7930 Worth It?
, Photos by Rodger Pelagalli, Interviews by Edith McGandy
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Jeff Dandoy
"As a junior. I feel like I've gone
beyond the turning point. I have no
choice but to come back. The
increase won't affect me because
my financial aid will probably be
adjusted accordingly. They (the
administration) are coercing
students to live on campus by
making the tuition part of the fee
so high. I think more of the fee
goes to housing than is actually
stated. IB be living off campus next
year and I feel that I'm being jilted
by having to pay an inflated
tuition."
Flair Travel
Consultants
I 346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
9 Just off the College Campus
CALL
I 264-65- 05 1
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
Dave Unsworth
"As a concerned senior, I would
like to know what the breakdown
of the increase is (food bills, heat,
faculty salaries, etc.). I think the
increase was probably necessary to
keep up the standards of the
school, but the school should try to
cut back on the wasteful parts of
the budget."
Bob Wollenberg
"I don't see the tuition as a
problem affecting my being here
next year. It means I'll have to be
more cautious of the types of jobs I
hold, over the" summer and over
break. I have no way of knowing
whether or not the increase is
justified, obviously there's going to
be some"raise in tuition. I'm more
concerned about' Reagan's views
on student loans than about
Wooster's tuition hike."
March 11
Interviews and Information
Career Planning and Placement
Detroit Area Office: 1-800- -521 --8686
( i
Chris Thomas
"The increase will affect my
coming back. I won't be able to
Lxome back-- if the coaching staff
can't arrange as much financial aid
as they did this year. It would help
if the school allowed you to
eliminate some meals and other
things like that to cut costs if you
wanted to."
Stefan Motki
"The fee hike doesn't affect my
coming back to wooster, out it
would seem that they ought not to
raise the price as much as they do.
h's a manipulative act on their part
to educate only the upper middle
class and higher, but I do see that
some increase is necessary."
Ken Going's Position Will Be Filled
by John C. Warner
Concern has been expressed
during the past week over the
further ejristence of a Director of
Black Student Affairs, once Ken
Goings goes on leave next year.
"We intend to have a Director of
Black Students Affairs next year,
but at the moment, next year's
faculty are being chosen," said
William Bahrd, Vice President for
Academic Affairs. According to
Baird, applicants will be
considered early in the spring
An education at The College
currently costs 6,950 dollars. Next
year the comprehensive fee will be
7.930 dollars. This increase will
significantly affect some students,
and others will not beaffected at
all.
r I,It
Jean ZieIlenbach--
"I think things have gotten out of
hand. It will probably affect a lot of
people, including me. VVith the
extra expenses of books and other
things, the cost will go well over
$8,000. 1 may have to stay out of
school for a year to work, or
transfer-t- o a less expensive
school."
I
--
I
Jane Ehert
Tm not happy . with the in-
crease. It won't affect my coming
back, but finding a job that will
compensate for the rising cost
concerns me. I would like to see
more financial aid available, or
ways for students not on financial
aid to deal yrith rising costs. I realize
that the increase was inevitable."
quarter, baira also indicated that
the replacement will be someone
who. is familiar with the colkjge.
Before making the final decision
the Dean's office explained that it
rill consider input from both the
students and faculty.'
Signups for the bus to
(Cleveland will be Mon., Tues.,
land wed. in ine 5Uft oince irom
p.m. Cost is $4. Summer
storage will be open on March 13
and 15 from 3-- 5 p.m.
CITY NEWS
Do you miss your hometown paper? Have you
lost touch-wit- h the outside world? Do you miss
your favorite comics? If you do, get the Sunday
New York Times and local papers from Cleve-
land, Canton, Akron, Columbus, Youngstown,
and Pittsburgh at the City News Company on
Public Square, Wooster. A 10-min- ute walk from
campus - even quicker on a cold, winter day.
Open 7 Days 630 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Master Charge and Visa
"
135 S. Market 262-515-1
The following, students 'were
asked "What do you think about
the hike in the comprehensive
fee?" and 'Witt it affect your
personal financial status at
Wooster?"
1
r'
4'..
I
r- - 11
rL t3r--
Melinda Lawrence
Tm not coming back because I
don't have enough money to cover
the fee. They (administrators) have
a right to hike it up some, but not
as much as they have.'
' t
(I
V
,
David Burke
The fee hike doesn't affect my
coming back to Wooster. I agree'
with the increase because it will
make - it easier --to keep our
(Wooster s) standards hign. .
Wooster Composer's
Toccata Performed
'Toccata for Brass Quintet,
an original composition by College,
of Wooster music faculty member
Jack Gallagher! has been
published by The Brass Press of
Nashville, Tennessee. Toccata
has been performed more than 40
times throughout the United
States and Europe by - such
' distinguished ensembles as the
Annapolis, Eastern, ' Potsdam,
Utah,' University of South
Carolina, and Kent State Faculty
Brass Quintets." Last spring the
work was performed at the
national convention of the Music
Educator's National Conference
in Miami beach, Honda, and last
summer it was given on the
.
European tour of the Annapolis
Brass Quintet. In May, Toccata
mill KtD nortevrmoA in Mfiauf
Chapel by the University of Akrop
: Faculty Brass Quintet. :
Classified Ads
'ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
Clinic-Lowe- st Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.
Cafl tol free 1 800-36-2 9150.
Room : for -- rent.
.
Share four
bedroom house ' with three
responsible adults. Quiet street
near campus". Available
immediately. Call 264-443- 2 "
evenings before ,10 p.m.
i
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Scots
" by David Bryan
" The College of Wooster's men's
swimming team finished third in
the recent OAC Championships
held at Oberlin College this past
weekend. The Scots Tost their
battle for second with Denison, the
Big Red, outpointing the Scots 351,
to 27 Kenyon, the 'perennial.
OAC champs for the past 25 years,
made it 26 in a row this year with
their total of 675" points.
Tom Rancich- - and Jeff Strater
are still in the pool and headed for
Nationals, to be held at Oberlin,
due to their fine performances in
the meet Tom claimed a first in the
100 butterfly and Jeff came in
second - in .the 1650 freestyle'.
Rancich, swimming in five .other
events, came in second in the 200
fly. eighth in the 200 LM.. and
participated on all three of the
Scots' relays, the 400 and 800
frees and the 400 medley relay..
Those relays came in fourth, third,
and second, respectively.
Jeff, who - has captured All-Ameri- ca
n honors in this j event
(1650 free) for the past three years,
Swimmers Place
Scotties Denied Chance for Final "8"
1
- by David Bryan :
The College of Wooster Scotties
played their final two games of the
. 1980-8- 1 season on - Thursday,
v February 26th : and on ...Friday,
February 27th: The Scotties reg- -'
istered a split decision. coming
from behind to "defeat the Muskies
of Muskingum. 60-5- 6. and losing
to last year's state runner-up- . The
Lady Pioneers of Malone. 74-5- 7.
- The Scotties played like a team
afire the first ten minutes' of the
Muskingum game, then cooled off
as the Muskies caught back up and
took the lead before the end of the
half. The Scotties stayed within
eight points early in the second half
and finally took the lead for good
with 4:00 remaining in the game.
Although the Muskies tied the
' game once after that, the Scotties
hung on for the victory.
Ap that just to play Malone. The
Scotties proceeded to stay close
and tie the game with 14.00
minutes left in the half at 12-1- 2 all.
J The Lady Pioneers then outscored
the Scotties 15-- 2 in the next 2:47
and never looked back. The
Scotties were never able to close
the gap to below sixteen points and
the Lady Pioneers advanced to the
final eight. .
The Scotties only chance to get
into the final playoffs now was to
have a better power rating than
four of the .eight teams that also-submitted- -:
their ratings to ' the
committee. Unfortunately. The
.
Muskies ended up . with a better
overall-
-
power rating than the
Scotties, even though the Scotties
defeated them twice already this
season. Three other teams also
advanced into the." final " eight
through the power rating system,
leaving the Scotties at home with a
10-- 9 overall record for ' the J
1980 81 season.
. The Scotties started off the
Muskingum game with a 9-- 0 spurt
yr BEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
also swam to an eighth place spot
' in the 500 free, ninth-i- n the 200
free, and swam Oh the 800 free
relay team. His second in the 1650
freestyle also set an OAC record.
Also high ort the scoring for the
Scots were Rick Wurster, Ray de la
Pena, Dale Kaestner, John Shaw,
Jim Bosland, . Bill ; Mayo, Rick
Andrew, and John- - Ebert. :
.
Wurster placed fourth-i- n me 100
free, tenth In the 200 LM, ninth in
the 200 free, and participated on
the 800 free relay. De la Pena
came in fifth in the 100 breast-strok- e,
seventh in the 200 breast,
and swam' on the 400 medley
relay. Kaestner finished fifth in the
3-met-
er diving competition' and
sixth in the 1 --meter diving. Shaw
picked up points for his fifth" and
seventh place finished in the 200
and 100 breasts.' respectively.
'Bosland finished tenth in the
100 back and ninth in the 200
back, and swam on the second
place 400 medley relay team, too.
Mayo, swimming on the 400 free
relay team which came in fourth,
also came in eighth in the 100 free
and eleventh in the -- 200 free.
and it looked like-th- e game was
going to be . a runaway. . The
. Muskies seemed puzzled by the
Scotties press and also by the
hustling, trapping, sagging zone
they encountered once they
happened to get the ball past half
court. Finally, after 3:10 had gone
by in the first half. The Muskies
broke the press --for a hoop. After
that they seemed to be able to
"score at wilT by getting the ball
inside on numerous back door
serjes and trailers , on the fast
breaks.
. Offensive rebounding played the
key in the early going for the
Scotties. as eight times in the first
ten minutes an offensive rebound
led to a hoop, assist, or foul shots.
The Scotties continued to crash the
boards, but just couldn't make it
pay off after the first ten minutes.
Muskingum employed a press of.
their own. and too much dribbling
hurt, the Scotties In the last ten
minutes, the Scotties suffered
scoring draughts of five and four
minutes, scoring only two baskets
in the last nine minutes of the first
half. . - - "
Wooster came out looking much
more aggressive in the second half
nd it hpgan to wear down the
5 fTfimm.
Andrew finished tenth and twelfth,
respectively, in the 1650 and 500
freestyles. He also swam on the
800 free relay team. Ebert swam to
a sixth and a twelfth in the 100 and
200 breastsy - ( ,
Also scoring points for the squad
were Matt Daly. Dave Shuster,
John Keiter and Dave Riley. Daly
finished tenth-i- n the 50 free and
swam on the . 400 free relay.
Shuster swam to an eighth in the
200 breast arid a twelfth in the 100
breast. Keitet placed twelfth in the
.100 free and eleventh in the" 100
back. Riley swam to a twelfth place
finish in the 100 fly.
.
Two of the relay teams, the 400
medley "and the 800 free, just
missed Qualifying for Nationals by
.2 and .8 tenths? of a second,
respectively. Coach Bryan Bate-ma- n
said of the meet Wi were
soundly, beaten. They (Denison)
just had some better individual,
performances. It was our three big
guns and depth against their six big
guns, and we just lost out' -
Rancich and Strater will swim at
Oberlin on March 19. 20. and 21.
This will be the NCAA Division III
Championships..
Muskie squad.' Evert though the
Muskies went into
,
the bonus
situation with 14:00 minutes
remaining in the game, they were
only four of six from the fine for the
rest of the game in one and one
situations. . , '
The Scotties then began their big
rally after their inside force of the
.first half, Lesliewitb fourteen
points, had to take a seat with four
fouls and 14:41 remaining in the
game. Junior Kym Thompson, or
KT as most people know her, came
in off the bench and led a rally that
tied the game at 40-4- 0. Her
hounding defense and contribution
of a big basket turned the game to
the favor of the Scotties. Pam
Chapman and Darlene Kemp did
much of the rebounding while
Leslie was out. while Lisa MuIIett.
who was shut out in the first half,
and ' Chapman dominated the
scoring the rest of the way. MuIIett
poured in twelve points in the
second half and Chapman added
twelve' of her own.- - It was
Chapman who scored the eventual
game winner with 1:30 remaining
on an offensive rebound. MuBett
then finished the Muskies with, an
eighteeri-foote- r with eighteen'
- cont on p. 10
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764 Pittsburgh
. Avenue ..... r
"The Pizza with the Big Secret! -
; . Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Sausage.
Muihroomi, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions -- ' . -
'Unbaked pizza to go - v v
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
VEiA70ilET0V003TEri!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m. Phone No:
FrUSat-5p.rn.-2a.r- n. 2630190
Sundnv Carrv-Ou- t Onlv 5-1-2. Closed Tues.
T
rN .-4-5." r 1 .
'Wooster swimmers chalked up 279 points at. the recently-hel- d
OAC championship at Oberlin, good enough for third place.
Photo by John Crozier.
--Men's Track "Flatter than Flat-"-
1 by Katharine L. Blood
"k was a night we should have
stayed at home, said Jim Bean.
coacH of the College of Wooster
mens - track team. -- The Scots
finished fourth with 15 posits.
behind Denison who won with 64.
Otterbem with 56 13. and Witten-
berg who had 36 13 at Denison
Friday. Feb. 27.
Although the men were psy
chologically tired a couple of good
things .happened. Tim Jackson
placed second in the triple jump--
with the length of 42i .This is
pretty spectacular with no train
ing, stated tiean. Craig, fcjsen-feld- er
also placed in this event His
jump of 376" earned him a fourth.
"These are not bad jumps for this
time in the season."-Bea- n added.
John Metz won the 1500 in
--4: IIjR securing the only first place
of the evening. Earl Wise finished
'third in the 45 meter hurdles while
John Johns and Greg VWettf both
grabbing fourths in the 1.000 and
400 respectively.
"We had a couple of good
results." said Bean: "but for --the ;
most part we were just flatter than --
flat. We tried to analvze the result
but could not come up with any set
reason. - ,. , r.
The. men journey to "Ohio
Wesleyan
.
Friday. Mar. 6 for
qualifications and again on Sat
urday. March 7 lor OACV
S
iL
; ;
March 11 "
Interviews and Information '
Career Planning and Placement
Detroit Area Office: 1-CC0-5- 21-8ESS
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Spikers Take
Prepare for Spring Slate
by Mikasa Tachikara
By placing first in a tournament
at Baldwin-Wallac- e on Feb. 20, the
men's volleyball club took sole
possession of first place in their
division. The addition of a non-playin- g
coach as well as continued
solid play has helped the team to
this summit.
The new coach is Pam Smith.
Her presence takes a lot of
responsibility off Dan Schuke's-shoulder- s.
Schulte had been
coaching while playing, and was
often sacrificing one for the other.
Ms. Smith is a former high school
and college coach. Her passion for.
the fast rising sport is illustrated by
her commuting to New York to
play on USVBA team. Pam has
introduced new techniques and
drills which are improving the
already strong Scots.
In Pam's debut as coach, the
ebb took first place at B--W. The
team arrived to the tournament
early and received bad news:
Marietta was unable to play, and
the invincible Ohio State team was
going to take their place. The
Scots got psyched up to face the
tough Buckeyes, only to learn that
OSU didn't show up, therefore
forfeiting. Wooster easily
dominated the round-robin- ,
earning a bye for the first round of
elimination play. This left Oberlin
and B-- W tofightJlout for the right
VORLD-VID- Z
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
ON E2S4-83- 99 J
A well rounded meal
Our pizza is a nutritional well-round- ed
meal made with
items from each of the 4
basic food groups: bread, dairy,
vegetables and meats.
Call us for a well-round- ed
meal delivered in 30 minutes
or less at no additional cost
Free Pepsi !
Order any 12" pizza and get --
up to 2 free cups of Pepsi ! If
you order a 16" pizza, you can
get up io 4 free cups of Pepsi !
No coupon necessary!
Each cup is a $ .25 valua
Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited dXnory arra.
C1981 Domino's Pizza. Inc
First Place;
to meet Wooster in the final.
Oberlin came from behind and
won it. In the championship, the
Scots easily won 15-7- , 15-- 9.
The Scot's victory was due to
improved teamwork featuring Tod
Edels consistent play. Coach
Smith, seeing the club's versatility,
had Mike Riffee and Dave
Lewellen setting. This left Dan
Schulte and Mark .Swansiger to,
spike. Coach Smith received the
Genesee 3.2 Flayer of the Week .,
award for the excellent job she did.
The club took a weekend off to
prepare for the last half of the
season. On the Scot's schedule
are three events that the team is
looking forward to. First is an
exhibition match against Oberlin
this weekend. The three freshmen
on the club expect to see some
playing time. . On March 29th,
Wooster will host a four team
tournament from 11:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Participating in the meet
will be Wayne State, Ohio
Northern, and Marietta. This will
be the only chance to see the
Scots in action this year. The third
event is the league playoffs at
Northern Illinois University on '
April 11th. The team is virtually
assured of a playoff berth because
of their current status.
The Scots are causing quite a
stir in the league because of their
success. Never before has a first
year club performed as the Scots
have. Many compliments have
been given to (former player-coach- )
Dan Schulte for putting
together such a strong team. The
club's success may. be put into
jeopardy in June because of
graduation rites. Eight spots will be
open, and people interested in
playing should try to attend the'
home tourney or contact Dan
Schuhe.
m Give You
$5,000 CASH
For a 500 McDonald's "Build
A Big Mac" sticker.
Hank Sperry Box 2738 ext. 328
o
&1
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Spring and baseball are right around the corner. The College of
Knox look to have a strong 1981 season. Team goal: Nationals!
Scotties Sprint Past OAC
by Katharine L. Blood
"Don't look back OWU, here
comes Woo" could have been the
battle cry of the College of Wooster
women's track team Saturday, Feb.
28, during the OAC meet at Ohio
.Wesleyan. Ohio Wesleyan and
Wooster battled each other for first
place leaving the .other teams
'lagging behind. Ohio Wesleyan
won with 158 points with Wooster
at second with 133 points. The
next finisher, Baldwin-Wallac- e,
earned 52 points, while Kenyon,
Wittenberg. Mt. Union, Oberlin,
Otterbein, and Marietta grabbed
32, 23. 23. 28. 13, and 5 points
respectively.
Charlene Kemp led all com-
petitors as she continued to smash
school and meet records. Kemp
won the 60-yar- d hurdles in 8.4
earning both a school and meet
record. Kemp also won the
60-yar- d dash in 7.2. She broke
records and placed second in both
the 220-yar- d dash and the, long
jump. Kemp broke yet another
school record in the shot put with
her first throw of the season
. grabbing a fourth. She teamed with
Sally Roach. Robin Mayo and Pam J
to"
$1.00 off any 16"
1 item or more pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 53181
Fast, Free Delivery,
423 E. Liberty St
Phone: 264-980- 0
124282214
1 s --o
1X
Wilfis to place second in the 880
relay.
Teammates Panrv Willis and
Robin Mayo also turned in out-
standing, performances. Mayo
placed second in the long jump
and 60-yar- d dash and finished fifth
in the 220. Willis, too, broke some
school records. She placed second
in the 440 with the time of 63.2
and ran a leg on the mile relay with
Heather Murphy, Rachel Swanger
and Katie Blood which also placed
second both being school
records. Willis rounded out her
performance with a third in the
220.
Teresa deGuzman continues her
victories, earning a meef record in
the two-mil- e winning in the time of
11:29.1. She also placed second in
the mile, and teamed with Sue
--Scotties
cont from p. 9
seconds remaining in the contest.
The Lady Pioneers were big.
They could shoot. They could
pass. And they did all of this to
perfection on Saturday night as
they soundly beat the Scotties.
There were times when it looked
like the Scotties were on the verge
of beginning a big rally. . . but the
Lady Pioneers always had other
plans.
After Pam Chapman and, Dar-len- e
Kemp scored ten of 1 the
Scotties first twelve points, the slide '
began. In a period of 3:30. the
Scotties were outscored 11-2- . The'
rest of the first half was fairly even,
the Lady Pioneers outscoring the
Scotties 15-1- 1. .
The Scotties suffered two more
such slumps in the second half.
COPIES COPIES
INDEPENDENT STUDIES
Resumes
Theses
Reports
Tickets
Programs
503 E. LIBERTYConag
Of
Woosttr
WOOSTER, OHIO
.J c3 264-222- 3WOOSTU
lEMtLibarty
f
w
4
Wooster baseball team and Mike
Snails
Roberts. Rachel Swanger and
Katie Blood to finish second in the
two-mil- e relay.
The middle distance runners
also had their share of fine
T IS.:- - Dt I 1
Rachel Swanger both t bettered
their times by five seconds and
placed third and fifth in the 880.
Sue Roberts and Margery Molder
finished three-fou- r in the 1.000.
in the 600. -
"What can you say when
everyone runs a personal best for
the season?" said Coach Craig
Penney. "We had a super team
effort and I was elated at our.
performance. We will be a lot
stronger in the spring with our -
.JJ I J u r I 1.: I Iauueu ueJiii. i 111 twvmn ly imwaiu
to it."
Fall Short--
going two and a halTminutes and
three and half minutes without
scoring. During . the second
draught, though, the Lady Pio-
neers also hit a dry spot. They
didn't score a point for four and a
half minutes. A perfect opportunity
to catch up. but the Scotties just
couldn't find the hoop.
Pam Chapman - played an
excellent game, scoring twenty
points and hauling down thirteen
rebounds. Kris Leslie and Lisa
Mullen also were-i- n double figures
with, thirteen and twelve points,
respectively. Darlene Kemp had
three steals and Mullett dished out
four assists to lead the team in'
those categories.
A couple of final words: Great
season Scotties! -
ST.
''
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$10 for one year of Coalition
materials.
Tell me more about the
Coalition and how I can get
involved. Here's a dollar for
my information packet.
Name .
Address
City -
State
There's never been draft registration
without a draft. There's never
been a draft without a war.
So the only way to escape
the draft is by stopping the
war before it starts.
How can you help? By
educating and organizing
about U.S. foreign
policy issues.
We'll supply the
informational resources
if you'll supply the
energy. Together
we can win.
JOIN US TODAY.
YES! Sign me
up for the Coalition's
network and send me
regular Action Guides on
the issues and resources for
local organizing work. Here's
Phone ( )
i For a New Foreign and Military PolicyJ I 1
120 Maryland Ave . N E Washington D C . 20002
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